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Executive Summary

China’s Beijing Institute for General Artificial Intelligence (BIGAI), established with state backing in 2020, aims openly at artificial general intelligence (AGI) and is assembling the talent and organizational means to pursue it.

The project’s core is an elite team of Chinese- and U.S.-educated scientists managed by former University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) researcher Zhu Songchun, whose work in precursor disciplines, professional network, and openness to methodological alternatives lend credibility to the project.

The present study—an introduction to BIGAI’s goals, staffing, and research—situates this AGI project in the context of China’s overall work toward advanced artificial intelligence.

- BIGAI by choice is not pursuing the massively large natural language models championed by OpenAI, Google, and other U.S. and British companies.

- BIGAI focuses instead on developing AGI through alternative “small data, big task” research on brain cognition and neuroscience.

- The organization has recruited some 30 top scientists educated at leading U.S. and UK research universities, several of whom were trained under U.S. government programs.

- Zhu described his AGI project to high-level state bodies as being on a par with China’s storied “two bombs, one satellite” programs in terms of its importance.

Given the strategic impact of a successful Chinese AGI program, this study encourages U.S. and allied government policymakers to pay closer attention to China’s AI development, through open sources especially, as a foundation for practical engagement.
Introduction

In September 2020, Chinese newspapers announced the establishment in Beijing of a large-scale institute dedicated to creating artificial general intelligence (AGI).¹ This has long been regarded in AI circles as a holy grail—or an unobtainable fantasy, or humankind’s final invention.²

The initiative was not unprecedented. Efforts to imbue AI with general capabilities modeled loosely or explicitly on human cognition began years ago, in China and elsewhere.³ Current developers include OpenAI in the United States, DeepMind in the UK, to cite two prominent examples, and an assortment of Chinese companies and labs operating largely under the radar.⁴

What distinguishes this new Chinese project—beyond size, leadership, and state backing—is its open embrace of “general purpose” artificial intelligence as its founding mission, enshrined in the name Beijing Institute for General Artificial Intelligence (北京通用人工智能研究院). Recent materials published by the institute and statements from its major figures allow a closer look at this unique organization.

Overview of the institute

BIGAI began operations in October 2020 under the sponsorship of China’s Ministry of Science and Technology, its Ministry of Education, and Beijing’s municipal government. The location in Beijing’s Haidian District, adjacent to Peking and Tsinghua Universities, facilitates interaction between the three institutions, whose programs are aligned.⁵ Claims that the facility will be staffed by 1,000 researchers “drawn from China and abroad” are consistent with the building’s size and reinforced by a literal reading of its acronym BIGAI.⁶
Beyond its own hires, BIGAI draws on AI researchers from China’s two top-ranked academic institutions, Tsinghua University and Peking University (PKU). The latter encompasses the PKU Institute for Artificial Intelligence (北京大学人工智能研究院) and its subordinate Institute for General Artificial Intelligence (通用人工智能研究所), as well as PKU’s School of Intelligence Science and Technology (北京大学智能学院), which includes the Wangxuan Institute (王选所). Tsinghua University is affiliated with BIGAI through its Department of Automation (清华大学自动化系) and a planned Institute for General Artificial Intelligence (通用人工智能研究院).

The BIGAI complex is supported by an undergraduate “AGI experimental class” (通用人工智能实验班) populated by elite students in Tsinghua’s Department of Automation and PKU’s Yuan Pei College (元培学院). In addition, BIGAI has collaborative links with other institutions in the Beijing area.

BIGAI’s status as China’s premier state-sponsored AGI research organization is underscored by the creation of a “National Key Laboratory of General Artificial Intelligence” (通用人工智能全国实验室) within BIGAI, the only such state key laboratory to bear the “AGI” name.
Goals and research

“Artificial general intelligence” (AGI)—the term and the construct—acquired pariah status outside China as a result of early disappointments and unsupported claims by pundits lacking appreciation of its difficulty. Global experts cautiously estimated that AGI’s arrival would be decades away, with some even doubting it in principle.\(^{13}\) For scientists already struggling with “AI funding winters,” the term became a symbol of naivete and a label to be avoided. Even today researchers use phrases such as “general purpose artificial intelligence” to preempt criticism from skeptical peers.\(^{14}\)

China’s history with the concept radically differs. Due to its language and isolation from the global politics of AI research,\(^{15}\) China never struggled with an AGI identity crisis. The Chinese term for AGI 通用人工智能 (tōngyòng réngōng zhìnéng), in use since Goertzel and Pei Wang reintroduced "AGI" in or about 2002,\(^ {16}\) translates to “general purpose artificial intelligence,” identical to today’s preferred expression, releasing China from the stigma attached to the English acronym. Despite this natural immunity, Chinese scientists prefer “AGI” in their discourse and have no qualms publicly relating to it.\(^ {17}\)

Nowhere is this fact clearer than at BIGAI. The institute is not shy about its aim to replicate all aspects of human cognition, in the AGI concept’s original sense.\(^ {18}\) This goal is emphasized in BIGAI’s use of the character 通 (“general”) decoratively on the building’s exterior, and in a forced interpretation of the character’s parts used in promotional literature to encourage Chinese identification with AGI and ownership of the mission.\(^ {19}\)

At the Beijing Institute, AGI is an all-encompassing principle, ideologically and as reflected in its slate of tasks. These include building new AI theories and paradigms, resolving “cross-media bottlenecks” (跨媒体瓶颈), and creating a general purpose 通用 artificial intelligence operating system, general purpose agents, and associated training and testing platforms.\(^ {20}\)

These “platforms” (平台) support three-dimensional simulation training, data acquisition, autonomous robot hardware development, high-performance graphics processing unit computing, cross-modal awareness, audio-visual psychological experiments, and “cognitive mechanism public experiments” (认知机理公共实验),\(^ {21}\) as well as research in the following areas:
Additional research addresses related topics in machine learning and cognitive science, aimed at “laying the foundation for building general-purpose agents that interact and collaborate naturally with humans.”

These agents will “have a wide range of human-like cognitive abilities, common sense learning, and reasoning capabilities” meant to “approximate human thinking” (更接近人脑思维). They will perform “hierarchical reinforcement learning” based on a multi-agent approach that involves “communication, cooperation, and competition” as well as understanding “social common sense and norms” (社会常识与规范), and that will have emotional intelligence to “better integrate into complex social environments.”

PKU’s Institute for Artificial Intelligence, which, as noted, is allied with BIGAI, is positioned to support AGI development, as evidenced in the following research goals expressed as task “layers” (层):

- **Key domain layer:** develop computer vision, natural language processing, computational cognition, common sense reasoning, multi-agent bodies, robotics, and machine learning;
- **General platform layer:** build a general artificial intelligence system platform and a large task test platform;
- **Interdisciplinary support layer:** create intelligent system software and intelligent brain-like chips; develop visual perception, foundational mathematical research, artificial intelligence governance, computational social science, and intelligent medical care.

The PKU institute, among other task-specific laboratories, also has a Cognitive Reasoning Lab that researches abstract and interactive reasoning, analogy, causality, and number sense.
In practical terms, the composite enterprise will “provide physical embodiment for general artificial intelligence” aimed at “self-sufficiency in open environments” and at exercising “initiative and adaptability with a minimum of human intervention,” so as to “perform complex, dynamic and diverse real life tasks.” BIGAI’s metaphysical goal of a “unified theory” of AI and cognition is no less ambitious. These aims will be realized by shifting from a data-driven to a task-driven paradigm, a key element of director Zhu Songchun’s philosophy.

**Staffing and “talent” acquisition**

BIGAI draws its talent from open recruitment of domestic and foreign experts, from the faculty and students of its affiliated departments at Peking and Tsinghua Universities, and from intensive in-house training of select undergraduates, attracted by promises of leading the new future of AI and “going where no one has gone before” (无人之境). One notice solicits:

- **Researchers** committed to studying next generation AI systems in a wide range of fields such as computer vision, machine learning, cognitive computing, common sense reasoning, robotics, multi-agents and large-scale task simulation.

- **Engineers** for the development of computer vision, natural language processing, machine learning, cognitive computing, common sense reasoning, robotics, multi-agent and large task simulation.

- **Visiting scholars** including professors, scholars, and researchers in the field of artificial intelligence worldwide.

- **Postdoctoral researchers** for a two-year (renewable) joint training program in cooperation with Tsinghua University and Peking University.

BIGAI also staffs a Cooperation Center to “create a good environment for external cooperation” and “recruit outstanding talent for related fields,” and it manages internships for doctoral, master’s, and undergraduate degree students in top universities at home and abroad.

The biographies below illustrate the talent BIGAI brings to its mission (a discussion of BIGAI’s director, Zhu Songchun, follows):
• FAN Lifeng (范丽凤). A former statistician under Zhu Songchun at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), Fan followed Zhu back to China to establish BIGAI. Fan apparently took a pay cut (“the enterprise research institutes pay better”), but states that she prefers BIGAI’s work environment and academic freedom.32

• HUANG Siyuan (黄思远). Huang interned at DeepMind and Facebook’s Reality Lab. He is now a team lead at BIGAI, where he studies computer vision, machine learning, cognition, and robotics. Huang’s goal is to develop “generalizable models for general-purpose agents.”33

• LIANG Yitao (梁一韬). Liang, who holds a Ph.D. from UCLA, returned to China to join BIGAI’s “small data, big tasks” project, which he calls “rare in this world.” Professor Liang’s impression about returning to China is that the quality of students there is “higher than students in North America’s famous schools (高于北美名校学生).”34

• LIU Hangxin (刘航欣). Liu trained in the United States under grants from the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and the U.S. Office of Naval Research (ONR). He believes “there are fundamental representations or cognitive architectures underpinning the intelligent behavior of humans.” His aim is to reproduce them in robots.35

• LIU Tengyu (刘腾宇). Liu, who earned a master’s and Ph.D. under Zhu Songchun’s mentorship at UCLA, now works in BIGAI’s General Vision Lab. His “goal is to create intelligent agents that can interact with virtual or physical environments just like humans.”36

• PENG Yujia (彭玉佳). Peng, a UCLA alumna, researches the “intersection of psychology and artificial intelligence.” Her impression upon returning to China is that AGI there is taken more seriously (“seen as important”). Peng’s research covers a spectrum of cognitive processes.37

• YANG Yaodong (杨耀东). Yang researches reinforcement learning and multi-agent systems at PKU’s Institute for Artificial Intelligence. Before joining BIGAI, he was a principal research scientist at Huawei, UK, and assistant professor at King’s College London.38
• ZHANG Muhan (张牧涵). Zhang is an assistant professor at PKU and a researcher at BIGAI. He holds a Ph.D. from Washington University and was a research scientist at Facebook, where he worked on deep learning. He now researches machine learning/DL and graph neural networks.39

• ZHENG Zilong (郑子隆). Zheng, a UCLA alumnus who has returned to China, studies the “intersection of statistical machine learning, vision-language modeling, and cognition.” His areas of specialization are generative modeling, multimodal understanding, and cognitive language reasoning.40

• ZHU Yixin (朱毅鑫). Zhu, who holds a Ph.D. from UCLA, now directs PKU’s Cognitive Reasoning Lab, where he studies abstract, visually grounded, and interactive reasoning. Zhu hopes to integrate “high-level common sense (functionality, affordance, causality, intent) with visual and haptic (touch) perception.”41

BIGAI’s recruitment efforts, supported by institutional reforms and innovations provided by the Beijing city government, are meant to endow “strategic scientists” with personal, financial, and academic autonomy.42 These perks and accommodations are cited as factors for relocating to China by these and other BIGAI researchers.

The “Tong Ban” (通班) class of new AGI professionals

BIGAI’s third source of talent is an “AGI experimental class” (通用人工智能实验班) of elite undergraduates from Peking and Tsinghua Universities.

The institute’s leadership reasons that to build AGI, it is not enough to hire skilled domestic or foreign talent. Rather, “fresh blood” (新鮮血液) needs to be inculcated in the goals and needs of the enterprise, specifically:

The ultimate concept of general artificial intelligence is to endow machines with a series of comprehensive capabilities such as perception, cognition, decision-making, behavior, and execution, which requires cultivating professionals with interdisciplinary knowledge.43

PKU’s Yuan Pei College and Tsinghua’s Institute of Automation emphasize interdisciplinary research. Beyond the students’ elite academic status, another draw for BIGAI is that they have had less exposure to mainstream values and establishment beliefs. BIGAI scientists educate the undergraduates in the program’s needs and goals.
Following is a list of several training courses offered to BIGAI students in spring 2022.44

- A unified framework for abstract learning
- Cognitive state understanding based on body language
- Cooperative multi-agent reinforcement learning
- Exploration of physical properties of objects
- Joint vision-language understanding
- Mobile robot scene reconstruction and navigation
- Multi-agent task planning based on theory of mind
- Multimodal neural-symbolic question answering system
- Multi-object selection based on reinforcement learning
- Question-answering systems in embodied environments
- Real-time prediction of human action intention
- Reinforcement learning based on physical rules
- Research on real-time multi-object state fusion
- Scene and task generation for embodied intelligence
- Unsupervised semantic role labeling for language
- Visual logic grounding

These courses acclimate China’s brightest AI students to precursor fields that the institute believes are needed to achieve AGI. They indicate the types of research carried out at the BIGAI complex. The topics address areas generally viewed as AGI “bottlenecks.”45

Source: PKU and Tsinghua “AGI Class” (通班).46 The smaller characters read “Build an ace-in-the-hole-technology army, create general intelligence.”
Zhu Songchun: background and philosophy

BIGAI director Zhu Songchun (朱松纯) returned to China in September 2020 after 28 years in the United States to found the Beijing AGI institute with national and municipal support. His incentive package included appointments as dean of PKU’s Institute of Artificial Intelligence, dean of its School of Intelligence Science and Technology, and head of Tsinghua’s new AGI Institute. These posts ensure that Zhu’s vision of AGI will dominate the enterprise.

A review of Zhu’s background adds perspective to his choices. Zhu graduated from Hefei’s University of Science and Technology of China in 1991 with a degree in computer science. The provincial university and city itself have played outsized roles in China’s high-tech civilian and military development. Zhu went on to earn a doctorate from Harvard in 1996 and do stints at Brown, Stanford, and Ohio State before being appointed to UCLA in 2002. Four years later he was a professor, serving as the head of UCLA’s Center for Vision, Cognition, Learning and Autonomous Robotics.

Zhu’s specialties are computer vision and statistical modeling. An Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) fellow, he has written more than 350 papers in his two main fields and in cognitive science, language understanding, robot autonomy, and common sense reasoning. Zhu’s contributions to computer vision earned him high-level honors, including early selection to China’s Thousand Talents Program.

His contrarian advocacy of “small data, big task” (小数据, 大任务) was borne of impatience with the mainstream big data approaches that Zhu at one time professed. To illustrate his former beliefs (and frustrations), following is the slide Zhu presented at an October 2019 conference at the Beijing Academy of Artificial Intelligence, 11 months before exiting UCLA. The banner reads: “The World’s Earliest Big Data Labeling Team: Hubei Lotus Hill Institute (LHI) 2005.”
Zhu’s point, reiterated in many presentations, was that he once sought big data solutions for AI, in his field of computer vision especially, but abandoned them as unworkable. By 2009, Zhu’s disenchantment with AI’s non-interpretabiliy and inability to generalize from specific to broad tasks led him to “switch to cognitive science” for solutions to AI’s conundrums. His transition from the mainstream approach to AI in the United States to a brain-inspired model also followed from his belief that AI’s end goal was, and is, human-like AGI. In his view, AGI thus understood “was the original intention and is the ultimate goal of intelligence science; it is the commanding height of S&T [science and technology] and the only way to go.”

Zhu’s views on the necessity and inevitability of AGI are expressed in multiple fora. The following is from a talk on safe AI hosted by the Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence on February 13, 2023, that featured Zhu and UC Berkeley’s Stuart Russell:

> When I formed the Beijing Institute for General Artificial Intelligence, a new research and development institution in China, I specifically decided to use AGI as part of the institution’s name to distinguish it from dedicated AI. . . . The goal is to achieve a general intelligent body with autonomous perception, cognition, decision-making, learning, execution, and social collaboration capabilities, in line with human emotions, ethics, and moral concepts.

Zhu went on to describe how humans and AGI would “align” on four levels, by sharing:
• Representation, including a common understanding of the world
• Core knowledge, such as a common sense of physics, causal chains, and logic
• Social norms, namely, the norms of human society and appropriate behavior
• Values, i.e., alignment with human moral principles

At the same talk, he reiterated an argument prevalent among China’s AGI advocates:

Modern scientific research shows that life on Earth is constantly evolving, from inorganic matter to organic matter, single-celled, multicellular organisms, then to plants, animals, and finally to intelligent creatures like humans. This reveals that from “physical” to “intelligent” is a continuous evolutionary process. We have no reason to think humans will be the end of this evolutionary spectrum. This also indicates that it is possible for general intelligence to surpass humans in the future.  

On March 4, 2023, Zhu, a member of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference, addressed that body and China’s National People’s Congress with an appeal to fast-track China’s development of general purpose AI. Zhu likened AGI to China’s “two bombs and one satellite” (两弹一星), a phrase used to describe a Chinese project of paramount importance and national pride. In Zhu’s words:

If China can be the first to achieve a truly generally intelligent entity, it will become the “ace in the hole” of international scientific and technological competition.

He went on to describe his vision of what is needed on a national scale:

Coordinated and deployed by the central government, gather the advantages of talent, scientific research, industry and capital, standardize the development path, and issue a roadmap for the development of general artificial intelligence in China as soon as possible. Establish testing standards, and plan the underlying cognitive architecture, core algorithms, operating systems, and programming language, architecture and chips, forming an innovation chain of “university, research, production and application,” and seize the commanding heights of global technology and industrial development in the emerging strategic field of general artificial intelligence.

Zhu’s rejection of the big data (large language model) approach to advanced AI is shared by other Chinese scientists, such as Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) academican Zheng Nanning (郑南宁), chairman of the Chinese Society of Automation (中国自动化学会). He stated: “The way to solve the current problems of artificial
intelligence is to return to the fields of brain cognition and neuroscience, and obtain inspiration and enlightenment from the human brain and wisdom.”

Zhu’s passion for AGI is also taken up by other prominent Chinese researchers, many of whom share his brain-inspired (类脑) approach and belief that AGI will not stop at the human level.

**Foreign connections and dependencies**

Zhu’s focus on building a unique Chinese identity for AGI, and his non-mainstream outlook on how to achieve it, belies the fact that the wellspring for his enterprise was—and to an unknown extent still is—the United States and Britain.

Zhu spent the last two-thirds (2002–20) of his 28 years abroad directing a team of researchers at UCLA. During that time, the lab received multiple U.S. funding awards from DARPA and ONR through its Multidisciplinary University Research Initiative.

Thus Zhu’s 2020 return to China, while problematic for U.S. national security, also entails a long-term research integrity problem. A recent source puts the number of foreign-trained scientists recruited to BIGAI at “over 30,” many of whom were members of Zhu’s American-trained UCLA team, while those still at UCLA continue to coauthor with staff at BIGAI.

For example, six of the seven authors of a 2020 DARPA- and ONR-funded paper are now at BIGAI. A paper published in 2022 with DARPA funding was coauthored jointly by UCLA and BIGAI scientists, three of whom acknowledged competing interests. Another 2020 DARPA- and ONR-funded paper had coauthors from UCLA, BIGAI, and Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Following are titles of other U.S. government-funded studies that were coauthored by returnees now at BIGAI:

“Patching Interpretable and-or-Graph Knowledge Representation Using Augmented Reality,” *Applied AI Letters* 2, no. 3 (October 2021).

ONR’s Multidisciplinary University Research Initiative, which Zhu headed on two occasions, has representation from Carnegie Mellon, MIT, Stanford, UCLA, Yale, and the University of Illinois on the U.S. side; and Birmingham, Glasgow, Leeds, and Oxford Universities on the UK side. British links are also evidenced in a 2022 NeurIPS paper, five of whose authors hail from UK institutions and the remaining three, including one who worked at King’s College London, from BIGAI and other Chinese AI institutions.

**Whose AGI—and does it matter?**

While recognizing BIGAI’s foreign antecedents and links to international scholarship, it is easy to overlook the fact that Zhu’s “defection” was not the first or arguably even the most important case of a U.S.-trained AI scientist relocating to China.

Harry Shum (沈向洋), Microsoft’s former executive vice-president and employee of the company for 23 years, emigrated to China in August 2020, one month before Zhu, to lead multiple Chinese AI research initiatives. Pu Muming (蒲慕明), another committed AGI supporter whose Shanghai-area research empire rivals or exceeds Zhu’s, taught at the University of California, Irving; Yale; Columbia; the University of California, San Diego; and Berkeley for 36 years before giving up U.S. citizenship in 2017 and permanently returning to China. Yao Chi-chih (姚期智), who taught AI and quantum computing at MIT, Stanford, and Berkeley and received the Turing Award in 2000, took up residence at Tsinghua University in 2004 and relinquished U.S. citizenship in 2016.

Nor can one ignore the fact that BIGAI is a Chinese undertaking through and through. This applies to physical infrastructure, intellectual capital, and, most distinctively, to its founding philosophy. Zhu argues that his project will use “Chinese philosophical thought” (中国哲学思想) as its foundational model, and goes to some length to link the Neo-Confucianism of Chinese philosopher Zhu Xi (朱熹, 1130–1200) and later interpretations of it to his vision of AGI.

On one level, this resembles the phrase “with Chinese characteristics” (以中国特色) that is appended to state-backed projects—which Zhu dutifully articulates—meant to instill ownership and pride. But in this context, Zhu should be taken literally. Emphatically, *Chinese progress toward AGI should not be measured with an American or British yardstick.*
Zhu argues that China must stop “chasing the basketball all over the court” (追逐篮球满场跑), meaning his country should stop following foreign paradigms, which he sees as a recipe for competitive failure, because technology fashions change. That is, China should “not blindly follow the current AI hotspots characterized by ‘big data, large computing power, and large models,’” but rather should “find a new way to explore our own path of scientific research and innovation with strong strategic determination.”

Zhu doubles down by arguing that China must think in terms of “you fight your way, and I fight my way” (你打你的，我打我的), by which he means “move from a comprehensive passive defense to an active offense targeting key areas.” He repeats the martial metaphor elsewhere, as in the “two bombs, one satellite” reference, in statements such as the following:

From the perspective of national security and economic development, this is an extremely important field, and it is also a must for China to participate in the international competition. It is a main battlefield.

Observations

General purpose AI (AGI) hypothetically confers an advantage on the organization or nation-state that first attains it. While the authors of this study do not see the contest in all-or-nothing terms, the concern is that the ramifications of this game-changing technology should fall under the control of political leaders whose ethical standards diverge widely from those of democratic systems.

China has been edging toward AGI since 2017—or, in the estimate of the authors of this study, earlier—when the concept was referenced in China’s “New Generation AI Development Plan.” Although AI developers Baidu Research, Alibaba’s DAMO Academy, and Tencent AI Lab on the commercial side; and the CAS Institute of Automation, Beijing Academy of AI, and sundry brain-inspired AI labs on the government side have research programs that may someday lead to AGI, the Beijing Institute is a watershed in China’s development of the technology, having named AGI as its sole, state-backed purpose.

Zhu’s pursuit of small data solutions to big tasks awaits a detailed description. Presumably, the plan is to replicate the brain’s ability to form and use abstractions, although it is unclear if this will be achieved through cognitive science (theories about the mind), neuroscience (the mind’s neural basis), or the two combined. BIGAI’s ability to coordinate its AGI program with other such efforts in China, including those that are
biologically oriented, or with projects linking in vivo neurons with computers, would warrant particular scrutiny.82

The move puts China in principle on the same footing as the United States and UK, whose commercial enterprises are also working toward AGI, raising concerns about governance and safety. The United States and allied governments are encouraged to monitor these developments to support mitigation in the case of strategic challenges and collaboration in areas where all parties can benefit.
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